Between the first and second cholera epidemics both the contagionist theory of disease and the belief that it was simply a punishment from God were far less widely voiced, but the miasmic theory continued to exert its hold on medical opinion right up to the path-breaking experiments by Dr William Budd and Dr John Snow in 1849. Budd, who had done extensive research into the causes of typhus and typhoid concluded in 1849 that cholera was “a living organism of a distinct species, which was taken by the act of swallowing it, which multiplied in the intestine by self-propagation,” and Snow gave this new theory wide currency in his On the Mode of Communication of Cholera (1849). In 1854 Snow was given the opportunity to prove his theories when he dramatically and conclusively traced cholera deaths to houses supplied by the suspect water of the Southwark and Vauxhall water company. When he managed to persuade the local authorities to lock the handle of a pump in Broad Street in Soho (a compact area where over fifty people a day were dying of cholera) the deaths there came to a sudden halt, and although it was not until 1883 that Koch succeeded in isolating the cholera bacillus, Snow’s work marked a triumph for the young science of epidemiology.